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Abatract Agricultural eco-efficiency is a meaningful index that assess the agricultural sustainable 9 

development. Based on the super SBM-DEA approach incorporating agricultural carbon emissions 10 

and panel data regression, this study evaluates agricultural eco-efficiency and then investigates the 11 

influencing factors in agricultural production zone of Jilin Province. The empirical results show the 12 

following: (1) During the observation period, the average agricultural eco-efficiency exhibits a flat 13 

“M-shaped” fluctuating trend, a trend of fluctuant growth with phase characteristics, and the 14 

agricultural eco-efficiency of each county still has much room for improvement. (2) Significant 15 

spatial differences exist in agricultural eco-efficiency across counties. All of the studied counties, 16 

except for Nong’an, Huadian, Lishu, Yitong, Gongzhuling, and Qianguo, need to change the input 17 

and output structure to optimize agricultural eco-efficiency. (3) The panel data regression model 18 

verifies that the agricultural technology extension level, agricultural economic development level, 19 

agricultural industry structure, agricultural mechanization intensity and urbanization level have 20 

close correlations with agricultural eco-efficiency. (4) The research findings have important 21 

implications for policy makers formulating agricultural environmental policies in accordance with 22 

the local conditions of various counties.  23 
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 26 

1 Introduction 27 

The ecological and environmental issues caused by the continuous increase in the carbon 28 

emissions accompanying industrialization and urbanization have become increasingly prominent, 29 

attracting widespread attention from governments and scholars in various countries. Some countries, 30 

such as the UK and Japan, have put into practice actions and plans to achieve energy conservation 31 

and emission reduction. China, following the reform and opening up, has become the world’s largest 32 

carbon emitter and has long regarded energy conservation and emission reduction as a national 33 

development strategy. In agriculture, China has made a significant achievement by feeding 20% of 34 

the world’s population with 7% of the world’s arable land, reaching a high enough level to satisfy 35 

the rising national demand for grain (Jin et al., 2019). Nevertheless, this achievement has actually 36 

resulted in prominent ecological environment issues, such as the degradation of cultivated land and 37 

organic material, the decrease in basic soil fertility, and the excessive consumption of agricultural 38 

chemical material. Agricultural carbon emissions accompany the unreasonable agricultural 39 

production activities, which makes agriculture the second main source of emissions in China. It 40 

must be recognized that the traditional agricultural production model characterized by high inputs, 41 

high consumption and low efficiency has become unsustainable. To respond to the severe carbon 42 

emissions associated with agriculture, the Chinese government has applied the strategy of zero 43 

growth in the usage of chemical fertilizers and pesticides, advocating the use of “grain storage in 44 

the land” and “grain storage in technology” to tackle practical problems. Moreover, agricultural 45 

subsidies have been provided to enhance agricultural production capacity and reduce agricultural 46 

production risk and encourage farmers to adopt practices to protect agricultural resources. To 47 

address these issues, this study applies agricultural carbon emissions as an indicator that affects the 48 

agricultural production environment for the study of agricultural eco-efficiency. The results may 49 

provide important practical guidance for achieving the dual goals of agricultural carbon emission 50 

reduction and the transformation of green agriculture. 51 

The agricultural production zone in this study is perceived as a natural agricultural space 52 

occupied by cultivated land with advantageous agricultural conditions, high resource endowment 53 

and high productivity. In 2011, China officially issued the national policy of major function zoning, 54 
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a national territorial development plan intended to achieve a sustainable geographic and landscape 55 

pattern (Fan and Li, 2009). To manage the national territorial space, this plan creates a new 56 

organizational unit of regional functions (Wang and Fan, 2020), namely involving three spatial 57 

organizations: urbanization zone, agricultural development zone, as well as ecological security zone 58 

(Fan et al., 2012). For the agricultural development zone, the plan creates a new agricultural spatial 59 

organization with seven districts and twenty-three zones to ensure the safety of agricultural products 60 

in China. Specifically, as agricultural production zones are primarily oriented towards agriculture, 61 

their principal functions concern the effective supply of agricultural products and the comprehensive 62 

agricultural production capacity. With the gradual strengthening of resource and environmental 63 

constraints, the national agricultural economic development goals concern not only the 64 

improvement in grain production and the quantity of agricultural products but also the quality of 65 

agricultural economic growth to achieve a balance between the agricultural economy and resource 66 

supply. Accordingly, facing the severe constraints of the agricultural environment, how to promote 67 

agricultural eco-efficiency and achieve green agriculture is increasingly seen as the research frontier 68 

in geography and economics. In this context, how to coordinate the relationship between agricultural 69 

production and ecological civilization construction need to be studied in depth. A comprehensive 70 

study focusing on how influencing factors affect agricultural eco-efficiency over time would thus 71 

have great practical significance and could provide reference for the agricultural policy makers.  72 

Jilin agricultural production zone, a crucial component of the Northeast agricultural production 73 

zone that is recognized worldwide for its advantages in commodity grain cultivation, has strategic 74 

significance for national grain security in China. Thus, it is adopted as our empirical study area. 75 

Facing the situation of resource restraints and increasing grain demand, what are the spatiotemporal 76 

characteristics of agricultural eco-efficiency in the Jilin agricultural production zone during the 77 

period 2005-2017? How do influencing factors accelerate or hider the enhancement of agricultural 78 

eco-efficiency in this agricultural production zone? What corresponding policy implications can be 79 

obtained from the empirical results to support policy makers? The findings regarding these key 80 

scientific issues can provide a theoretical reference with practical significance for accomplishing 81 

the country’s carbon emission reduction targets ahead of schedule, optimizing the allocation of 82 

agricultural resources and promoting the green agricultural transition.  83 
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The remainder of this study is organized in five sections. Section 2 reviews the relevant 84 

literature and the theoretical analysis on agricultural eco-efficiency. Section 3 introduces the study 85 

area, data sources, methodology and variables selection for empirical analysis. Section 4 provides 86 

an assessment of agricultural eco-efficiency, illustrates the spatial dynamics characteristic of 87 

agricultural eco-efficiency, and interprets the driving mechanism. Section 5 describes the relevant 88 

conclusions and proposes corresponding policy suggestions for policy makers.  89 

 90 

2 Literature review 91 

2.1 Agricultural eco-efficiency 92 

Eco-efficiency emerged in the 1990s, when Schaltegger and Sturm (1990) was first proposed 93 

the concept as a quantitative tool of environmental management. In 1998, the Organization for 94 

Economic Co-operation and Development mentioned the concept of eco-efficiency with the propose 95 

of tackling the relationship between environmental impacts and agricultural production (Camarero, 96 

et al., 2013). Eco-efficiency conventionally refers to a process that seeks to maximize economic 97 

effectiveness while minimizing environmental impacts (Sinkin et al., 2008; Burnett et al., 2008). 98 

Over time, eco-efficiency has been conceptualized and considered a topic of interest in an increasing 99 

range of fields (Reith and Guidry, 2003). The international and national research content of eco-100 

efficiency is multi-dimensional and diversified (Zhang et al., 2008), covering the aspects of eco-101 

efficiency evaluation (Huang et al., 2018; Czyżewski et al., 2019; Baum and Bieńkowski, 2020), 102 

the temporal evolution characteristics and spatial differentiation of eco-efficiency (Liu et al., 2020a; 103 

Chen et al., 2017), the influencing factors leading to changes in eco-efficiency (Moutinho et al., 104 

2020), the evolution pattern of eco-efficiency, and strategies supporting the improvement in eco-105 

efficiency. As the understanding of eco-efficiency grows, the number of related studies focusing on 106 

specific industries is gradually increasing. International and Chinese scholars have increasingly 107 

applied the lessons learned in the economic sector to other industrial sectors from different angles 108 

(Lio and Hu 2009). For the eco-efficiency evaluation of a specific industry, studies have gradually 109 

come to concentrate on specific kinds of eco-efficiency, considering eco-efficiency at the regional 110 

level (Zhou et al., 2020), in the tourism sector (Gössling et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2017; Peng et al., 111 

2017), in various economic sectors (Xing et al., 2018), and in urban areas (Yin et al., 2014; Ren et 112 
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al., 2019).  113 

Among the in-depth studies on eco-efficiency, many have centered on agricultural production 114 

and grain security in the agricultural field. For instance, Picazo-Tadeo et al. (2011) assessed farming 115 

eco-efficiency applying data envelopment analysis (DEA) techniques. Gómez-Limón et al. (2012) 116 

evaluated the farm-level eco-efficiency among Andalusian olive farmers. Vlontzos et al. (2014) 117 

evaluated the agricultural energy and environmental efficiency of EU countries using the DEA 118 

approach. Todorovic et al. (2016) conducted the eco-efficiency assessment of agricultural water 119 

systems at the meso level by using the life-cycle system-based approach. Saravia-Matus et al. (2019) 120 

measured the relationship between greenhouse gas efficiency and agricultural production in the 121 

agricultural sector. Deng and Gibson (2019) estimated the agricultural eco-efficiency of Shandong 122 

in 1990-2010 based on stochastic frontier analysis. Liu et al. (2020b) estimated the agricultural eco-123 

efficiency of Chinese provinces over the period 1978-2019. By applying the nonseparable hybrid 124 

DEA model considering undesirable outputs, Han and Zhang (2020) evaluated environmental 125 

efficiency and the total factor productivity of cultivated land use. Moreover, scholars of agricultural 126 

economics have made considerable efforts to explore the influencing factors that shape the 127 

spatiotemporal distribution characteristics of agricultural eco-efficiency. Gkiza and Nastis (2017) 128 

empirically verified the effect of human health on agricultural production efficiency. Czyżewski et 129 

al. (2020) examined the effect of the European Union Common Agricultural Policy on 130 

environmental sustainable value, confirming that the higher investment support and capital–labor 131 

ratio contributed to eco-efficiency. Coluccia et al. (2020) assessed the eco-efficiency of the Italian 132 

agricultural sector and demonstrated that the Common Agricultural Policy weakened the specific 133 

environmental externalities via environmentally friendly land use management. These studies apply 134 

a wide range of methods to comprehensively measure the eco-efficiency level, spatiotemporal 135 

characteristics and influencing factors of agriculture from different perspectives (Ma, et al. 2018a; 136 

Ma, et al. 2018b). Among the models used for assessment, the ecological footprint method (He et 137 

al., 2016; Yang and Yang, 2019), SFA and DEA are widely applied for the analysis of eco-efficiency, 138 

incorporating a multitude of input and output indicators. The major advantage of the DEA model 139 

over the SFA is that it can effectively eliminate the effect of random errors, and the function form 140 

need not be set in advance. Hence, various scholars have increasingly applied the DEA model to 141 
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measure agricultural eco-efficiency. Additionally, various methods have been applied to verify the 142 

influencing factors of agricultural eco-efficiency. Among these methods, the panel data regression 143 

method and Tobit regression method are regarded as conventional instruments for analysis to 144 

identify the influencing factors. These models provide significant reference by revealing the 145 

temporal variation trends of agricultural eco-efficiency. 146 

The previous research enriches the understanding of agricultural eco-efficiency, both 147 

theoretically and practically. However, empirical studies on agricultural eco-efficiency that focus on 148 

the main production area of agricultural products remain scarce, and spatially focused studies on 149 

agricultural production zones from the perspective of major function oriented zones are lacking. 150 

Accordingly, this study offers a potential contribution to the existing literature in two aspects. 151 

Existing studies have concentrated on the spatial dimension of agricultural eco-efficiency at the 152 

national level, provincial level, and city level, not the county level. Using the data available, this 153 

study aims to examine the spatiotemporal characteristics of agricultural eco-efficiency at the county 154 

level. In addition, in contrast with the traditional consideration of agricultural eco-efficiency that 155 

ignores resource and environmental factors, the improved assessment of agricultural eco-efficiency 156 

in this study accounts for the negative impact of resource constraints to accurately reflect the 157 

performance of agricultural economic growth. As such, this study not only reveals the characteristics 158 

of agricultural eco-efficiency over time and space but also estimates the potential influencing factors 159 

to propose suggestions for policy makers and agricultural managers. 160 

 161 

2.2 Analytical framework 162 

Under the interactions among the economic, social and environmental systems, different 163 

agricultural production conditions and human development factors are intertwined, complicating 164 

the change process of the spatiotemporal pattern of agriculture eco-efficiency. One the one hand, 165 

the ratio and scale of agricultural input and output directly affect agricultural eco-efficiency. 166 

Agricultural practitioners, the actual implementers of modern agricultural production, determine the 167 

amount and structure of input factors, such as land use structure, planting structure, farmland 168 

management scale, farming methods, and level of production. Therefore, with the conversion 169 

between input and output, changes in input-output structure can directly cause changes in 170 
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agricultural eco-efficiency by affecting the allocation and utilization of resources for agricultural 171 

production. On the other hand, agricultural eco-efficiency is also indirectly affected by changes in 172 

external socioeconomic conditions. For example, economic development level, the transfer of rural 173 

laborers to cities, agricultural policies and agricultural market conditions also significantly affect 174 

agricultural eco-efficiency at the macro level. This study intends to explore the complex relationship 175 

between agricultural production and agricultural eco-efficiency by considering both its direct and 176 

indirect influences. To support this in-depth understanding, an analytical framework illustrating the 177 

interactions between agricultural production and agricultural eco-efficiency is proposed in Fig. 1. 178 

 179 

Fig. 1 An analytical framework illustrating the interactions between agricultural production and 180 

agricultural eco-efficiency. 181 

 182 

3. Data, methodology and variable selection 183 

3.1 Study area and data sources 184 

This study adopts the agricultural production zone of Jilin Province (JAPZ) as the empirical 185 

study area. According to the Major Function Oriented Zone Plan of China and Jilin Province, 28 186 

counties in Jilin form this major grain production zone, covering 102,598.59 km2 and occupying 187 

53.52% of the provincial territory. With a population of 18.713 million, which represents 70.3% of 188 
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the total population in the province, the JAPZ generated 808.319 billion yuan (57.48%) of the 189 

province’s GDP in 2018. Notably, given the lack of statistical data, Shuangyang District and Jiutai 190 

District of Changchun City and Taobei District of Baicheng City are not considered in our empirical 191 

study. This study evaluates the agricultural eco-efficiency at the county level and estimates its 192 

influencing factors by employing a panel dataset composed of 26 counties during the 2005-2017 193 

period. Fig. 2 presents a map of the empirical study area. Original socioeconomic data are compiled 194 

from the Statistical Yearbooks of Jilin Province, Changchun City, Jilin City, Siping City, Songyuan 195 

City, Baicheng City, Liaoyuan City, and Tonghua City for 2006-2018.  196 

 197 

Fig. 2 Map of the empirical study area. 198 

3.2 Variables selection 199 

3.2.1 Dependent variable: agricultural eco-efficiency 200 

The underlying principle of agricultural eco-efficiency is to create agricultural economic value 201 

with less agricultural input while continuously reducing the effects on the ecology and natural 202 

environment. Thus, the calculation of agricultural eco-efficiency integrates three dimensions: 203 

production inputs, desirable outputs and undesirable outputs. Table 1 displays the agricultural eco-204 

efficiency evaluation index system. Specifically, a conventionally used strategy is established to 205 

measure the production factor inputs using the indicators of labor force, machinery, energy, 206 

irrigation, chemical fertilizers, pesticide, and plastic membrane. The desirable outputs comprise two 207 

types of agricultural output in the agricultural production zone, namely, agricultural output and grain 208 

production capacity. For the undesirable outputs, this study employs the amount of agricultural 209 

carbon emissions as the proxy measure. Referring to previous scholarly work (Tian et al., 2014; 210 
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West and Marland 2002), this study selects the agricultural chemical fertilizers, pesticides, plastic 211 

sheeting, diesel oil, irrigation, and tillage as the carbon sources of agricultural production activities. 212 

Their emission coefficients are 0.8956 (kg/kg), 4.9341 (kg/kg), 5.18 (kg/kg), 0.5927(kg/kg), 213 

266.48(kg/hm2) and 312.6 (kg/km2), respectively. We multiply the emission coefficients by the 214 

usage amount or acreage to calculate the total agricultural carbon emissions (Dubey and Lal, 2009; 215 

Huang et al., 2019). Table 2 presents a statistical description of the indexes used for assessing 216 

agricultural eco-efficiency.  217 

Table 1 Agricultural eco-efficiency evaluation index system. 218 

Category  Specific Indication Description 

Productio

n inputs 

Labor force Total agricultural labor per unit of cultivated land  

Agriculture machinery Total agricultural machinery power per unit of cultivated land  

Energy consumption Amount of agricultural diesel consumption per unit of cultivated land  

Irrigation Effective irrigation area per unit of cultivated land 

Chemical fertilizers Amount of agricultural chemical fertilizers per unit of cultivated land  

Pesticide Amount of agricultural pesticide usage per unit of cultivated land  

Plastic membrane Amount of agricultural plastic membrane per unit of cultivated land  

Desirable 

outputs 

Agricultural output Total gross output value of agriculture per unit of cultivated land  

Grain production 

capacity 
Total grain output  

Undesirab

le output 

Agricultural carbon 

emissions 
Total amount of agricultural carbon emissions per unit of cultivated land  

 219 

Table 2 Descriptive statistics of the agricultural eco-efficiency assessment indexes. 220 

Indexes Unit Min  Max  Mean Std. dev 

Labor force person/hm2 0.34 2.45 0.957 0.38 

Agriculture machinery KW/hm2 1.13 8.52 4.333 1.33 

Energy consumption kg/hm2 30 536 116.84 57.98 

Irrigation % 4.23 91.7 34.36 19.76 

Chemical fertilizers kg/hm2 174 2274 766 207 

Pesticide kg/hm2 1.32 107.53 10.28 9.56 

Plastic membrane kg/hm2 1.49 165.1 11.19 12.88 
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Agricultural output 104yuan/hm2 0.86 10.26 3.94 1.69 

Grain production capacity kg/hm2 2.88 10.94 6.67 1.56 

Agricultural carbon emissions kg/hm2 399 2352 958.99 235.69 

 221 

3.2.2 Independent variable selection 222 

(1) Agricultural machinery intensity (AMI). Because high-intensity agricultural machinery can 223 

improve agricultural production but simultaneously have environmental impacts due to the 224 

consumption of fossil fuels, the effect of agricultural machinery intensity on agricultural eco-225 

efficiency is unknown. Thus, this study employs the ratio of the total mechanical power to the crop 226 

sown area as the proxy variable of agricultural machinery intensity. 227 

(2) Multiple-crop index (MI). The multiple-crop index refers to the frequency of planting crops 228 

per unit of cultivated land. This study uses the proportion of the crop sown area to the cultivated 229 

land area as the proxy variable of the multiple-crop index.  230 

(3) Scale of family farmland management (FFMS). Agricultural eco-efficiency also affects the 231 

environment through the expansion of the family farmland management scale. As the scale of 232 

production and operation units reaches an appropriate level, the allocation of production factors 233 

achieves the best operating efficiency, which leads to changes in production, life, ecology and 234 

services. This study thus applies the ratio of the sown area to the number of rural households to 235 

characterize the scale of family farmland management.  236 

(4) Agricultural technology extension level (ATEL). Agricultural technology extension can 237 

indirectly guide agricultural production in a more environmentally friendly direction. Due to the 238 

unavailability of related data in the statistical yearbooks, the number of agricultural professional and 239 

technical personnel is applied as the proxy variable of the agricultural technology extension level. 240 

(5) Agricultural economic development level (AEDL). The agricultural economic development 241 

level may have a close relationship with agricultural environmental quality according to the theory 242 

of the environmental Kuznets curve (Grossman and Krueger, 1995; Ali et al., 2019). This study 243 

therefore applies the per capita agricultural output value to represent the agricultural economic 244 

development level. 245 

(6) Agricultural industrial structure (AIS). Compared with the non-planting industries, planting 246 
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industries may have a greater impact in the agricultural ecological environment through high labor 247 

input and labor intensity. Thus, this study applies the proportion of the planting industry in the 248 

primary industry as the proxy variable of the agricultural industrial structure. 249 

(7) Urbanization level (UL). The transfer of the non-agricultural population can lead to changes 250 

in agricultural eco-efficiency. Thus, the urbanization level, which here refers to the urban population 251 

as a percentage of the total population, is employed as the proxy variable of the urbanization level.  252 

(8) Level of rural resident income (RRIL). High resident income generates an income effect 253 

and a substitution effect on agricultural eco-efficiency and then prompts rural residents to increase 254 

the input of production factors, inevitably resulting in agricultural emissions. However, an 255 

improvement in rural resident income level may enable famers to afford high-quality production 256 

factors, thereby decreasing agricultural pollution. The per capita net income of rural residents is 257 

regarded as the proxy variable of rural resident income level.  258 

 259 

3.3 Methodology specification 260 

3.3.1 Measuring agricultural eco-efficiency: Super SBM-DEA 261 

The data envelopment analysis (DEA) model proposed in 1978 is an extensively used linear 262 

programming technique that can effectively evaluate the relative efficiency of decision-making units 263 

(DMUs). The conventionally used DEA model contains the CCR-DEA model and the BCC-DEA 264 

model. The former supposes that the returns to scale are constant (Charnes et al., 1978), while the 265 

later supposes that the returns to scale are variable (Banker et al., 1984). Both of these conventional 266 

DEA models are radial and oriented and thus overestimate efficiency. As such, Tone (2001) proposed 267 

a non-radial and non-oriented slack-based model (SBM) able to account for slackness, which can 268 

directly overcome the input and output slacks in the measurement. However, it is possible for 269 

multiple DMUs to have valid effective status denoted by 100% at the same time, which makes it 270 

difficult to rank and compare the efficiency of DMUs (Färe et al., 1989). To address this issue, Tone 271 

(2002) extended the model, proposing the super SBM-DEA model to innovatively solve these 272 

disadvantages of the traditional SBM-DEA model. The super-SBM method can provide a clear 273 

ranking based on the effective agricultural eco-efficiency scores (Li et al., 2013). Thus, this study 274 

applies the counties as the DMUs of the agricultural development frontier, using the data for 26 275 
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counties in 2003-2016. The formula of the super SBM-DEA model is shown as follows: 276 
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Where objective function ρ is the agricultural eco-efficiency, and its variation range can be 278 

more than 1; if ρ=1, and the sx 
m, sy 

n , sb 
i =0, the DMU is effective, if 0≤ρ<1, the DMU is ineffective, 279 

and the input and output should be improved. λj denotes the coefficient, m is the number of input 280 

indicators, s1 is the number of desirable output indicators, s2 is the undesirable output indicators, s- 
i , 281 

gg 
r , and sb 

r are the slack variables, and x 

ik, y
g 

rk, and yb 

qk, denote the ith input, the rth desirable output and 282 

the qth undesirable output value of county k. It is noted that the super SBM-DEA model assumes 283 

that there are constant returns to scale. 284 

 285 

3.3.2 Verifying the influencing factors: Panel data regression model 286 

Panel data, also called time series and cross-sectional data or pooled data, are two-dimensional 287 

data obtained over time and across space (Zhou et al. 2018). The panel data regression method can 288 

simultaneously reflect the changing pattern and characteristics of variables across the two 289 

dimensions of time and space, control individual heterogeneity and endogeneity problems, and 290 

improve the effectiveness of parameter estimation. Therefore, this method is widely used for 291 

modeling economic problems. The model is defined as the following formula: 292 

Yit=β0+β1Xit+β2Xit+β3Xit+…+βnXit+βn+1Xit +εit   (3) 293 

where Yit is the dependent variable, Xit is the independent variable, β0 denotes the constant, β1, β2, … 294 

βn, βn+1 represent the regression parameters, ε is the random error, i represents the county and t 295 

denotes the time. 296 

To eliminate the heteroscedasticity of variables, we take the natural logarithm of the original 297 

data for further conducting the panel data regression model.  298 

lnAEEit=β0+β1lnAMIit+β2lnXMIit+β3lnFFMSit+…+β7lnULit+β8lnRRILit+εit  (4) 299 
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where the variables AMI, XMI, FFMS, …, UL, RRIL have the same implications as in Section 3.2.2 300 

and in formula (3). Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of the dependent and independent 301 

variables used in this empirical study.  302 

Table 3 Descriptive statistics of dependent and independent variables. 303 

Variables Simple Unit Min Max Mean Std. dev 

Agricultural eco-efficiency AEE - 0.18 1.59 0.74 0.35 

Agricultural machinery intensity AMI KW/hm2 1.13 8.52 4.33 1.33 

Multiple-crop index MI - 0.72 1.37 1.03 0.1 

Scale of family farmland management FFMS hm2/house

hold 

0.52 3.39 1.53 0.59 

Agricultural technology extension level ATEL Person 140 5473 1215 1127 

Agricultural economic development level AEDL Yuan 2277 72192 9766 7716 

Agricultural industrial structure AIS % 22.14 86.15 50.58 11.34 

Urbanization level UL % 10.01 83.65 32.42 13.65 

Level of rural resident income RRIL yuan 2244 13587 7427 3205 

 304 

4 Empirical results 305 

According to the abovementioned model specification, this study evaluates the agricultural 306 

eco-efficiency using the super SBM-DEA approach that incorporates agricultural carbon emissions 307 

and then investigates its influencing factors using the panel data regression method. 308 

 309 

4.1 The temporal variation characteristics of agricultural eco-efficiency 310 

Based on formula (2) and the variables selected in Section 3.2.1, which include the indicators 311 

for seven inputs and three outputs, agricultural eco-efficiency scores are derived by operating 312 

MATLAB (R2016a) software. Fig. 3 illustrates the temporal variation characteristics of the average 313 

agricultural eco-efficiency of 26 counties in the agricultural production zone of Jilin from 2005 to 314 

2017. During the observation period, the temporal variation characteristics of the average 315 

agricultural eco-efficiency values exhibit a flat “M-shaped” fluctuation trend. The agricultural eco-316 

efficiency of the agricultural production zone shows a trend of continuous growth with fluctuation 317 

and is characterized by obvious periodic features. Specifically, the average agricultural eco-318 
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efficiency first increases steadily with a low growth rate from 2005-2010. This is mainly associated 319 

with the series of measures implemented to address the three rural issues associated with agriculture, 320 

rural areas, and rural peasants and the tax reduction and exemption policies enacted to support the 321 

continuous transformation of traditional agriculture to modern agriculture. However, agricultural 322 

eco-efficiency then begins to decline with rapid speed from 2011-2012, showing a trend of decrease 323 

by a wide margin. In this period, the government paid more attention the “urban disease” 324 

accompanying rapid urbanization development, and the counties’ environmental governance in the 325 

agricultural sector became looser in the absence of specifically targeted guiding policies for the 326 

agricultural sector compared with the urbanization sector. In 2012, the score of agricultural eco-327 

efficiency hit the lowest point of only 0.609. Then, agricultural eco-efficiency bounced back again 328 

in 2013-2014, probably because with the implementation of the ecological agricultural production 329 

model, the government paid more attention to agricultural resource constraints and strengthened the 330 

agricultural policy incentives. In 2015-2016, agricultural eco-efficiency slowly declined again, and 331 

it finally increased in 2017. This may be because of the low usage rate of agricultural chemical 332 

material, more attention to the agricultural ecosystem, and the high average agricultural eco-333 

efficiency in these years. Overall, the average agricultural eco-efficiency of each year in the 334 

agricultural production zone of Jilin was approximately 0.689, varying from 0.609 to 0.766, which 335 

is an average level and indicates that there is much room for improvement in agricultural 336 

development even though the agricultural eco-efficiency indicates good capacity.  337 
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Fig. 3 The agricultural eco-efficiency change trend of the JAPZ, 2005-2017. 339 

 340 

4.2 The spatial distribution characteristics of agricultural eco-efficiency 341 

Fig. 4 plots boxplot of the agricultural eco-efficiency of 26 counties in 2006-2017. Noticeably, 342 

the average agricultural eco-efficiency of Lishu reached 1.32, the highest level, while the values for 343 

Yitong, Huadian, Gongzhuling, Nong’an and Qianguo averaged approximately 1.25, 1.18, 1.05, 344 

1.09, and 1.1, respectively. In addition, the variance of the agricultural eco-efficiency values in 345 

Changling, Qian’an, Tonghua, and Dehui is large, which demonstrates that the agricultural eco-346 

efficiency of these counties has large gaps in the efficiency values, and the agricultural eco-347 

efficiency is in an unstable state of fluctuation. In contrast, Meihekou, Taobei, Yongji and Taonan, 348 

all of which have weak resource carrying capacity, had very low agricultural eco-efficiency values. 349 

For the western counties with the lowest agricultural eco-efficiencies, namely, Taobei, and Taonan, 350 

this is primarily due to their geographical location with barren saline soil and water shortage, such 351 

that they require higher production inputs than other counties. For the central and eastern counties 352 

with the lowest agricultural eco-efficiencies, namely, Meihekou and Yongji, the low agricultural 353 

eco-efficiency values owe primarily to the inappropriate terrain and incomplete water conservancy 354 

facilities. The variance of agricultural eco-efficiency values in Yongji, Jiaohe, Dongfeng, Huinan, 355 

Liuhe, Meihekou, Zhenlai,Taonan, Daan, Taobei, is small but their agricultural eco-efficiency level 356 

is low, illustrating the relative bad stability of the agricultural eco-efficiency level in these counties 357 

and indicating the severity of the long-term inefficiency. In contrast, the variance of Nong’an, 358 

Huadian, Lishu, Yitong, Gongzhuling, Shuangliao and Qianguo is small and their agricultural eco-359 

efficiency level is high, illustrating the relative good stability of the agricultural eco-efficiency level. 360 
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 361 

Fig. 4 Boxplot of the agricultural eco-efficiency of 26 counties in the JAPZ, 2005–2014. 362 

 363 

To better observe the spatiotemporal characteristics of agricultural eco-efficiency, this study, 364 

based on ArcGIS 10.5 software, categories the agricultural eco-efficiency scores calculated by the 365 

super-SBM method into five levels: low level (0~0.30), medium-low level (0.31~0.6), medium level 366 

(0.61~0.90), medium-high level (0.91~1.2), and high level (>1.2). The spatiotemporal distribution 367 

map of 2005, 2009, 2013, and 2017 is shown in Fig. 5. As illustrated in Fig. 5, we can view 368 

significant spatial differences in agricultural eco-efficiency across counties.  369 

In 2005, the high agricultural eco-efficiency values were mainly distributed in counties 370 

characterized by a high agricultural economic level, such as Lishu, Gongzhuling, and Changling, 371 

with Lishu and Gongzhuling holding the highest ranks. Central counties with a medium-high 372 

efficiency level include Qian’an, Qianguo, Nongan, Dehui, Huadian, Yitong and Dongliao, while 373 

the counties with medium agricultural eco-efficiency are Fuyu, Yushu and Shuangliao. Other 374 

counties characterized by medium-low agricultural eco-efficiency, such as Taobei, Zhenlai, Taonan, 375 

Daan Tonghua and Yongji, are situated in the western and southeast region; such counties have great 376 

potential for improvement. In comparison, central and western counties rely on higher agricultural 377 

production input to support agricultural economic growth, which constrains the improvement in 378 

agricultural eco-efficiency to some content.  379 
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In 2009, Yitong and Lishu County are the counties with a high level of agricultural eco-380 

efficiency, while Qianan, Qianguo, Nong’an, Dehui, Yushu, Gongzhuling, Tonghua and Huadian 381 

have medium-high efficiency. The distribution of counties at the medium-high level is more 382 

concentrated in 2009 than in 2005. The counties with a medium-high level of agricultural eco-383 

efficiency gradually expand from the central to the eastern agricultural production zone in Jilin, and 384 

their number increases. In addition, Shuangliao, Dongliao, and Panshi have a medium level of 385 

agricultural eco-efficiency, while Dongfeng and Liuhe have low agricultural eco-efficiency. The 386 

quantity and magnitude of counties with medium-low agricultural eco-efficiency change little.  387 

In 2013, agricultural eco-efficiency decreased slightly, and its spatial agglomeration feature 388 

weakened, owing to regional differences in agricultural incentive policies. More than 15 counties 389 

had a medium-low level of agricultural efficiency. A possible reason for the decrease in agricultural 390 

eco-efficiency is that the execution of agricultural policy weakened. High-level efficiency can be 391 

found scattered across the province in Lishu, Yitong, and Huadian, while the counties with medium-392 

high level efficiency are Qianguo, Nongan, Gongzhuling, Shuangliao, and Panshi. However, the 393 

distribution of counties at the medium-high level is more dispersed in 2013 than in 2009. In this 394 

year, there is only one county with medium-level efficiency, namely, Yushu County. The counties 395 

with medium-low agricultural eco-efficiency are Dongfeng and Tonghua.  396 

In 2017, the county-level agricultural eco-efficiency presents a sharp increase with remarkable 397 

spatial variation. Yitong is the only county with a high level of eco-efficiency. The agricultural eco-398 

efficiency in half of the counties is at the medium-high level, showing remarkable club convergence. 399 

In particular, the number of counties with agricultural eco-efficiency at the medium-high level 400 

gradually increases and the area of these counties expands from the areas east of Changchun to the 401 

central and western areas, while the counties with medium-low agricultural eco-efficiency gradually 402 

narrow in quantity and magnitude. The counties with medium-level eco-efficiency are scattered 403 

across the counties including Fuyu, Shulan, and Panshi And the number of counties with a medium 404 

level of agricultural eco-efficiency in 2017 increases compared with the number in 2013. The values 405 

for most counties in the central-southern JAPZ increase from the medium-low level and low level 406 

to the medium-high level in 2017. However, there are no longer any counties with low agricultural 407 

eco-efficiency.  408 
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The four spatiotemporal distribution maps show that the spatial distribution has obvious core-409 

periphery characteristics; that is, the agricultural eco-efficiency of the central counties is generally 410 

higher than that of the southeast and northeast counties. In 2005, 2009, 2013, and 2017, there are 6 411 

counties each year—including Nong’an, Huadian, Lishu, Yitong, Gongzhuling, and Qianguo—that 412 

achieve high agricultural eco-efficiency. The five counties with agricultural eco-efficiency values 413 

higher than 1 exhibit a growth pattern of low inputs, high outputs, and high agricultural eco-414 

efficiency. The counties with a medium-low level of eco-efficiency are concentrated in the 415 

southeastern agricultural production zone in Jilin, while those with a low level continue to expand 416 

in quantity and are mainly concentrated in the central-eastern agricultural production zone.  417 

 418 

Fig. 5 The spatial distribution of agricultural eco-efficiency in the JAPZ in 2005, 2009, 2013, 419 

2017 420 

 421 

4.3 Factors influencing agricultural eco-efficiency 422 

4.3.1 Analysis of the panel data regression results 423 

A Pearson correlation test between the eight independent variables is conducted before the 424 
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panel data regression is carried out. Table 4 illustrates the correlation matrices among variables. The 425 

test results show that the scores of the correlation matrices are small, which sufficiently confirms 426 

that all of the independent variables have weak correlations with each other. Therefore, the data for 427 

these eight independent variables are considered reliable for examining the influencing factors in 428 

the 26 counties studied in the panel data regression.  429 

Table 4 Correlation matrices for independent variables. 430 

 AMI MI FFMS ATEL AEDL AIS UL RRIL 

AMI 1        

MI 0.267 1       

FFMS 0.135 -0.001 1      

ATEL 0.175 -0.002 -0.108 1     

AEDL -0.016 -0.048 0.340 0.136 1    

AIS 0.348 0.056 0.360 -0.148 -0.016 1   

UL 0.222 0.101 0.233 0.071 0.556 0.206 1  

RRIL 0.382 0.085 0.044 0.340 0.380 -0.138 0.113 1 

 431 

Static panel data models include several main types, namely, the mixed model (MM), fixed 432 

effect model (FEM), and random effect model (REM). To determine which model is most 433 

appropriate, the F test and Hausman test are required before construction of the panel data regression 434 

model. The F test is applied to determine whether to adopt the MM or the FEM. The Hausman test 435 

is applied to determine whether to select the FEM or the REM. The panel data regression model is 436 

conducted using the EViews 10.0 software tool. The F test statistic value is 20.293, and its p value 437 

approaches 0.00, which indicates that the null hypothesis of the MM can be rejected, leading us to 438 

accept the FEM. Additionally, the test statistic of the Hausman test is 70.683, and its p value 439 

approaches 0.00, which indicates that the null hypothesis of the REM is rejected and likewise 440 

suggests the FEM as appropriate. Therefore, the FEM should be established as the appropriate model 441 

according to the results of F test and Hausman test. The R2 of the FEM and REM are 0.688 and 442 

0.454, respectively, which illustrates that the fit degree of the panel data regression model with fixed 443 

effects is more better than that the model with random effects. The FEM regression results of the 444 

eight independent variables on agricultural eco-efficiency are shown in Table 5 and are further 445 
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applied to analyze the influencing factors of agricultural eco-efficiency.  446 

The results of the panel data regression set out in Table 5 indicate that all variables, with the 447 

exception of the multiple-crop index (MI), agricultural industrial structure (AIS), and rural resident 448 

income level (RRI), pass the 10% significance level. Specifically, the agricultural technology 449 

extension level, agricultural economic development level, and agricultural industry structure all 450 

have positive correlations with agricultural eco-efficiency in the 26 counties during the observation 451 

period at the 1%, 1% and 5% levels, respectively. Conversely, both agricultural mechanization 452 

intensity and urbanization level have negative correlations with agricultural eco-efficiency at the 5% 453 

and 1% levels.  454 

 455 

4.3.2 Estimation results analysis 456 

The estimated coefficient of agricultural machinery intensity (AMI) is negative and significant 457 

at the 1% level, implying that agricultural machinery intensity suppresses the improvement in 458 

agricultural eco-efficiency as a whole. This finding is associated with the large amount of fossil fuel 459 

such machinery consumes, which further increases the negative environmental impact in the 460 

agricultural production process. Specifically, agricultural machinery intensity affects the 461 

agricultural resource inputs and increases the agricultural production efficiency but also leads to a 462 

large increase in the consumption of energy resources, such as diesel oil, with the consequence that 463 

the agricultural machinery intensity does not promote the improvement in agricultural eco-464 

efficiency. That is, higher agricultural machinery intensity means more diesel oil consumption and 465 

more carbon emissions, which is not beneficial for agricultural eco-efficiency. Thus, the 466 

development of agricultural mechanization must be controlled accordingly to the intensity and scale 467 

of mechanization. 468 

The correlation coefficient between family farmland management scale (FFMC) and 469 

agricultural eco-efficiency is positive and significant at the 1% level, indicating that the increase in 470 

family farmland management scale is conducive to the increase in agricultural eco-efficiency. This 471 

study offers several explanations for this finding. On the one hand, rich arable land resources and 472 

complete arable land plots in the JAPZ provide superior conditions for the development of large-473 

scale agricultural operations. The development of new management entities engaged in large-scale 474 
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farmland operations is relatively mature. On the other hand, with a large amount of arable land 475 

gradually concentrated on cultivation experts, moderate scale benefits of agriculture gradually 476 

appeared and farmers with large farmland management scale can use more advanced and efficient 477 

agricultural technology than farmers with small-scale farmland for agricultural production, which 478 

can improve the agricultural eco-efficiency. Therefore, when the family farmland management scale 479 

is large, the agricultural eco-efficiency is high.  480 

Additionally, the correlation coefficient between agricultural technology extension level 481 

(ATEL) and agricultural eco-efficiency is positive and significant at the 1% level, indicating that 482 

improvement in the agricultural technology extension level tends to intensify the increase in 483 

agricultural eco-efficiency. This is because agricultural professional and technical personnel can 484 

guide farmers to implement environmentally friendly agricultural production methods, which is 485 

conducive to driving productivity and optimizing the production process via the technology effect. 486 

In addition, as displayed in Table 5, the estimated correlation coefficient is 0.093, passing the 487 

significance test, which demonstrates that this indicator can sufficiently influence agricultural eco-488 

efficiency, but the effect is not obvious. This result directly confirms that environmental technology 489 

and environmental management skills can bring about the improvement in overall agricultural eco-490 

efficiency. That is, counties with more agricultural technology support for agriculture have the 491 

ability to curb negative impacts on the agricultural ecological environment. 492 

The correlation coefficient of agricultural economic development level (AEDL) and 493 

agricultural eco-efficiency positively pass the significance test at the 1% level, indicating that an 494 

increase in agricultural economic development level can accelerate the increase in agricultural eco-495 

efficiency. Numerically, the correlation coefficient of AEDL, reaching 0.633, is larger than the 496 

correlation coefficients of the other variables, which illustrates that the agricultural economic 497 

development level occupies the leading position in the development of agricultural eco-efficiency, 498 

and the “economic attributes” are most important for agricultural eco-efficiency. A possible reason 499 

for the positive effect of agricultural economic development level on agricultural eco-efficiency is 500 

that there are large number of national agricultural counties in the JAPZ. The obvious agricultural 501 

development scale effect can not only stimulate the expansion of agricultural production but also 502 

improve farming methods and optimize agricultural materials for the high-quality development of 503 
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agricultural production. In addition, the counties with a high agricultural economic development 504 

level are likely to achieve a balance between agricultural production and the ecological environment 505 

with the growth of agricultural intensification and specialization, which is conducive to increasing 506 

agricultural eco-efficiency.  507 

The correlation coefficient of urbanization level (UL) indicates that this indicator has a 508 

significant negative influence on agricultural eco-efficiency at the 1% level, which indicates that the 509 

increase in urbanization level can hinder agricultural eco-efficiency. Moreover, the negative 510 

correlation coefficient of urbanization level is larger than that of agricultural machinery intensity in 511 

terms of the impact degree. This finding illustrates that among the selected variables, the 512 

urbanization level is the greatest hindrance to agricultural eco-efficiency. The influence of the 513 

urbanization level on agricultural eco-efficiency is similar to that of agricultural machinery intensity. 514 

Since the eleventh five-year plan period, surplus labor has flowed between urban and rural areas, 515 

accompanying rapid urban construction. As a consequence of the surplus labor transfer to urban 516 

areas, urban development has also squeezed out the input of labor, capital and other factors required 517 

for agricultural production, leading to changes in the employment structure. The laborers who 518 

remain in the countryside have to use more agricultural machinery to compensate for the loss in 519 

labor via the substitution effect, which can cause the deterioration of the agricultural ecological 520 

environment. It is not difficult to understand that when the urbanization level increases, the 521 

agricultural eco-efficiency may finally decrease.  522 

Table 5 The results of the panel data regression.  523 

Variables 
MM FEM REM 

Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic Coefficient t-statistic 

AMI -0.307*** -3.972 -0.228** -2.878 -0.312*** -4.205 

MI -0.09 -0.365 0.183 0.929 -0.088* -0.388 

FFMS 0.127* 1.714 0.128* 1.661 0.123*** 1.727 

ATEL 0.087*** 3.431 0.093*** 4.510 0.087*** 3.722 

AEDL 0.389*** 5.451 0.633*** 8.728 0.392*** 5.850 

AIS -0.443*** -6.265 -0.134 -1.389 -0.428*** -4.268 

UL -0.525*** -8.722 -0.483*** -9.200 -0.524*** -9.431 

RRIL -0.069  -0.975 0.104 0.713 -0.065 -0.935 
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c 0.176 -0.162 -0.234 -4.033 0.126 -0.202 

R2 0.454  0.688  0.454  

Adjusted R2 0.442  0.654  0.440  

Notes: ***significant at the 1% level; **significant at the 5% level; *significant at the 10% level. 524 

 525 

5. Conclusion and policy suggestions 526 

5.1 Conclusion 527 

During the observed period of 2005-2017, the average value of agricultural eco-efficiency in 528 

the JAPZ exhibited a rising trend with fluctuations. The agricultural eco-efficiency of each county 529 

could still improve in terms of resource conservation and environmental protection, although it is 530 

still at a medium level overall. This study also reveals that there are significant spatial differences 531 

in agricultural eco-efficiency in the JAPZ. The agricultural eco-efficiency in the region presents a 532 

spatial pattern that progresses from the core to the periphery. Specifically, central counties usually 533 

have higher agricultural eco-efficiency than southeastern and northwestern counties. Nong’an, 534 

Huadian, Lishu, Yitong, Gongzhuling, and Qianguo achieved high agricultural eco-efficiency in 535 

2005, 2009, 2013, and 2017. Since the change in agricultural eco-efficiency results from the 536 

complex interaction of various factors, this study further considers various influencing factors that 537 

lead to the change in agricultural eco-efficiency. The panel data regression estimation results 538 

indicate that the agricultural technology extension level, agricultural economic development level, 539 

agricultural industry structure, agricultural mechanization intensity and urbanization level have 540 

close correlations with agricultural eco-efficiency. The agricultural economic development level 541 

occupies the leading position in the development of agricultural eco-efficiency while urbanization 542 

level has greatest hindrance to agricultural eco-efficiency.  543 

 544 

5.3 Policy suggestions 545 

According to the aforementioned contributing factors, differentiated suggestions are proposed 546 

for policy makers. First, the results show that agricultural mechanization intensity constrains 547 

agricultural eco-efficiency. Governments in the JAPZ should control the intensity and scale of 548 

mechanization, eliminate agricultural machinery with high energy consumption and low production 549 
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efficiency and adopt new environmentally friendly technology to maintain the stability of the 550 

agricultural ecological environment. Second, the correlation coefficient of technological progress is 551 

not high, but it is large enough to have an impact on agricultural eco-efficiency, which indicates that 552 

its key role in the improvement in agricultural eco-efficiency should not be neglected, although the 553 

agricultural technology extension level exerts a slight effect on agricultural eco-efficiency. 554 

Technical training and professional skills should be provided for farmers in the JAPZ to help them 555 

better master relevant green, sustainable agricultural technologies. Third, the results show that the 556 

family farmland management scale can accelerate the improvement in agricultural eco-efficiency, 557 

which is conducive to the adoption of new agricultural technologies. A moderate scale of 558 

agricultural eco-efficiency can relieve the pressure of high energy consumption on cultivated land. 559 

Fourth, among the selected variables, the agricultural economic development level is the strongest 560 

positive factor driving agricultural eco-efficiency, implying that the scale expansion and total 561 

growth of the agricultural economy are still the key ways to promote agricultural eco-efficiency. 562 

Hence, the continuous improvement of the agricultural economic development level is still one of 563 

the vital ways to increase agricultural eco-efficiency. Taking ecological priorities and green 564 

development as the guidance, the extensive agricultural production and management model should 565 

be transformed, the development methods should be optimized, circular and ecological agriculture 566 

should be developed, and the sustainable use of agricultural resources should be promoted to support 567 

high-quality agricultural development in the JAPZ. Finally, the urbanization level exerts a negative 568 

impact on agricultural eco-efficiency, indicating that ecology-oriented agricultural subsidies should 569 

be improved and a high-efficiency compensation mechanism be established to stimulate the 570 

enthusiasm for agricultural production in the JAPZ.  571 

There is an urgent practical need for research on agricultural eco-efficiency under resource and 572 

environmental constraints. This study intends to narrow the gap in the literature on agricultural eco-573 

efficiency, and several limitations remain that deserve in-depth attention in future research. In fact, 574 

agricultural eco-efficiency is also affected by natural factors, such as climate, soil properties and the 575 

natural environment, which influence the input and output of agricultural production to some extent. 576 

Due to the limited availability of data regarding natural factors, this study investigated only 577 

socioeconomic factors. When more natural data are publicly available, the spatial dimension and 578 
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the indicators applied in our study could be improved upon to enable more comprehensive modeling. 579 

Moreover, the influencing factors of agricultural eco-efficiency could be further investigated from 580 

the perspective of national agricultural production zones to help accomplish China’s future carbon 581 

emission reduction targets ahead of schedule and achieve the green agricultural transition.  582 
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Figures

Figure 1

An analytical framework illustrating the interactions between agricultural production and agricultural eco-
e�ciency.



Figure 2

Map of the empirical study area. Note: The designations employed and the presentation of the material
on this map do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square
concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the
delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This map has been provided by the authors.

Figure 3

The agricultural eco-e�ciency change trend of the JAPZ, 2005-2017.



Figure 4

Boxplot of the agricultural eco-e�ciency of 26 counties in the JAPZ, 2005–2014.



Figure 5

The spatial distribution of agricultural eco-e�ciency in the JAPZ in 2005, 2009, 2013, 2017 Note: The
designations employed and the presentation of the material on this map do not imply the expression of
any opinion whatsoever on the part of Research Square concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. This
map has been provided by the authors.


